Right Time Ruler

Print this page on a full letter (8 1/2 x 11 inches) size paper. Make sure your printer does not set to scale the printing.

Please note that Right Time Ruler is a guide only. It should not be used for exact measurements. Please use metal ruler designed for this purpose.

How to use Right Time Ruler to measure your wrist:
- Cut out the wrist Ruler.
- Insert the pointed end through the opening you cutted at the other end of the Ruler where indicated "Cut Here".
- Place your hand through the Ruler and pull the pointed end until it fits your wrist comfortably.
- The number that lines up with the edges of the opening is the size of your wrist.

How to use Right Time Ruler to measure case/ band size:
- To measure the distance between lugs put your watch on a metric ruler as shown.
- To measure a case size put your watch on a metric ruler and measure the distance between 10 o'clock and 4 o'clock position.

16mm

How to decide what watch size i need:
- Cut desired case size from the picture below.
- Attach it to Right Time Ruler on the left.
- Follow the above instructions to put ruler on your hand.
- If watch looks too large or too small cut the next case and repeat.